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Discovering the Taj Mahal India India: Discovering the Taj Mahal This mausoleum is so iconic that it borders
on cliche. Published on 27th June Taj Mahal through a decorative stone archway. He chops at one wrist with
his other hand to illustrate his point. Behind me in the queue, a woman tuts audibly. He gouged out their eyes!
Over years have passed since Mughal emperor Shah Jahan built a mausoleum for his beloved wife. But when
it comes to the Taj Mahal, the rumour mill is still grinding. A battle between indignation and politeness plays
out across his features. Only love could have built such a place. They charge across the tin roofs, making a
noise that sounds like thunder. We take our time approaching the sandstone Chowk-i-Jilo Khana gatehouse,
pretty enough in itself to be the main event. But my mind is elsewhere. Will it feel familiar? Framed in the
dim, rust-red, arched gateway is an otherworldly vision. White minarets, balconies, onion domes and golden
finials sing to each other against a pale sky. I move forward into the light. Verdant lawns and dark poplars are
divided by turquoise water channels and glassy pools. After the decline of the Mughals, the Taj was looted and
fell into a bad state, until Lord Curzon restored it in the early s. Nishant rubs his palms together and begins. It
was love at first sight, he tells me. He had other wives, but sired only one child with each. At her insistence, he
commuted death sentences and pardoned enemies. Court writers spoke of her beauty and wisdom. And when
her husband went to war, she went with him. It was in the Deccan Plateau, where he was fighting a campaign,
that she died in childbirth. His hair turned grey overnight. Inside the Taj Mahal, daylight filters through lofty
lattice windows onto two rectangular cenotaphs: Mumtaz in the centre and Shah Jahan beside her. The tombs
are encircled by an exquisite marble jaali screen inlaid with floral pietra dura mosaics in semi-precious stones.
Nishant singles out a small poppy motif: We pass out onto the north side of the platform upon which the Taj
stands. A thousand elephants carried the marble from Rajasthan! Such a feat will never be seen again. In the
end, its vast expense cost Shah Jajan his throne, Nishant tells me. Shortly after its completion, the emperor
was replaced by his son, Aurangzeb. Taj Tips Be guided. Visitors are not permitted to enter with guidebooks
or food â€” although water is included in the ticket price of Rs. The Taj Mahal is open sunrise to sunset every
day except Friday. Of the three gates, the queues are shortest at the south entrance. Entry is capped at people
so buy tickets the day before. Make a day of it. The ticket gives discounted entry to other sights on the same
day, including the nearby Red Fort and Fatehpur Sikri, 28 miles south west of the city.
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city. 4 Life-Changing Food Experiences in India Don't miss these unique.

For these local boys, summer has transformed a trusty wooden boat into their makeshift diving board.
Sourangshu Gupta Want to cheat your way through summer? Nothing does the trick like packing your bags
and dashing off to Darjeeling? Lovingly monikered The Queen of Hills, it is here that you can see the milky
peak of Kangchenjunga, Rhododendron-dotted mountain paths, and steam engines that look straight out of
storybooks. Nishant Chawla For birders, the warm, activity-filled summer days are perfect for studying
nesting behaviour. But even as an amateur, patient observation can fetch you rare glimpses. Case in point, the
beautiful sight of this adult White-throated kingfisher feeding skink kill to its fledgling in a village near
Thiruvanthapuram. Mohan G Watching a cuddly dog shake off water is a sight endearing enough to bust a bad
mood. This water baby seems to be having a playful wash at Calangute Beach in Goa, so much so that he
refuses to step out. Parikshit Madhukar If you were planning a productive summer holiday, chances are the
Olive Ridley turtles have already beat you to it. This is the season when the small species of turtle, found
abundantly in warm tropical waters, have their eggs hatching in the sun-baked shores of many Indian coastal
areas, including Odisha. At the Podampetta beach, the early morning sun lends a magical quality to the
phenomenon, as newborn Ridleys scurry back into the safety of the Bay of Bengal to avoid being eaten by
land predators. Nishand Venugopal If summer were a boogieman, seaside wind and water would fight it away
in a heartbeat. Rajshree Suryawanshi Gujarat and summer both conjure an image of wild ruggedness, and at
the Gir National Park, wild is beautiful. With the forest under heat attack, birds and animals wander out to
drink from waterholes. While the deer herd here seems to believe in getting down to business, this lone
peafowl does not mind a proud post-preening strut. But to see flocks of blackbuck spar and frolic in open
sun-kissed grasslands, summers are ideal. Nidhi Upadhyay The backwaters of Kerala offer pockets of lush
freshness even in sizzling summers. Lake Vembanad in Kumarakom is a case in point, and cruising on its
soothing waters in a rustic boat is perhaps one of the best ways to cool off. Keyur Panchal Making a splash
gets a whole new meaning in summer, when neighbourhood ponds and pools become playground for many.
But this young boy swings big as he dives into the cool waters of the Arabian Sea, a refreshing evening escape
amid the urban jungle of Mumbai. Paresh Mahadev Kanade A lazy camel ride on the beach can spell the
perfect summer plan, if you are not quite the water-baby. Wind and waves at a comfortable distance, the sun
overhead does not seem to bother these amblers at Mandvi Beach in Gujarat. Siddhant Arya Fringed by the
formidable Himalayas, Losar is the last inhabitable settlement along the Indo-China border. Besides its
proximity to an international border and dizzying altitude, many travellers stop by to visit the solo monastery
and observe the everyday life here, en route to Chandratal, a lake as still and gorgeous as the moon. Debarup
Mukherjee During scorching summer months, watering holes are the best bets to spot wildlife. Here, a tiger
satiates his thirst in Ranthambore National Park. A traditional Indian summer drink, it is best enjoyed cold.
Rajan Mittal Photographers sometimes stand by endlessly, braving harsh weather, in their quest for that
perfect shot. To capture this pair of breeding Blue-tailed bee-eaters, he waited for several hours by the banks
of River Damodar, in Bardhaman, West Bengal. Soumik Biswas The best kind of summer mornings are those
that begin with a walk on the beach. Navin Paul Harsh summer months are best to spot wildlife, say
enthusiasts. The landscape is arid, and water pools most frequented. The wait is worth it though, when you get
a glimpse of the prowling tiger amid the yellow grass. Jayant Nimje Longer hours of daylight during the
summer months often brings friends together for a good game in the open. Here the Marina Beach in Chennai
provides the perfect playground for a windy, watery match of volleyball. Armed with a bamboo raft and
traditional fishing net, he is trying his luck. Abhisek Saha Ever wondered what the seasons mean for the
dwellers of the wild? The pop of colour this peacock brings to the backdrop of dry saal trees in the Kanha
National Park in Madhya Pradesh only stokes the imagination. Daksha Bapat Few things are as fun as
frolicking in the summer seaâ€”with heat and humidity close on your heels, the waves look more inviting than
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ever. And what better way to beat the heat than with friends? These young boys are making the most of the
Malpe Beach in Udupi. Summer is here, and we are looking for photos from across India that showcase the
best of what it represents. A panoramic shot of a misty hill station or a technicoloured beach? Portraits of
children licking ice lolly? The respite that carts peddling coconut water and nimbu pani offer in the blistering
heat? Despite the perspiration, there is plenty to take shine to this time of the year, many magical moments to
capture. In addition, a monthly winner will be selected by our in-house photo experts. Feel free to experiment
with moods and subjects; we like unusual and striking points of view. So send us your favourite photos of
structures that make an impact along with detailed information about where the picture was taken and what is
happening in the photo. Do tell us the story behind the photograph, so we can share it with our readers when
you win. How do I enter? Use the form below to submit your Daily Shot image max 1MB along with your full
name, email, postal address, and a brief description of the photograph and why you like it.
3: National Geographic Traveller India - July > ê°•ì¢Œ/ìž¡ì§€/Eë¶• | í† ë ŒíŠ¸í•˜ìž•
Daily Shot is National Geographic Traveller India's daily photo contest. Summer is here, and we are looking for photos
from across India that showcase the best of what it represents. A panoramic shot of a misty hill station or a
technicoloured beach?
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National Geographic Traveller India is a magazine from the National Geographic brand, that focuses o.
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National Geographic Traveller India - January pdf MB All the content is for demonstration only, we do not store the files
and after reading you we ask you to buy a printed version of the magazine.

6: Daily Shot Photo Contest | Nat Geo Traveller India
National Geographic Traveller India is the Indian edition of National Geographic Traveler (USA) the travel magazine of
the National Geographic Society. At National Geographic Traveller India we bring together travel and culture, travel and
experience, travel and story-telling.

7: National Geographic Traveler India - Louise Nicholson - Google Books
National Geographic Traveller India is a magazine that focuses on Real Travel for Real People. It aims to be inclusive
and would like to draw a large segment of the magazine reading public to it. We are about travel experiences, about
family travel, about variety and unusual elements in travel, as well as new ways of covering older destinations.
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India. India: Discovering the Taj Mahal. Published in the Trips of a Lifetime guide, distributed with the Jul/Aug issue of
National Geographic Traveller (UK).

9: India: Discovering the Taj Mahal | National Geographic Traveller (UK)
National Geographic offers a number of guided trips. Find the one for you, whether it's one of our signature expeditions,
our active outdoors adventures, or our lower-priced journeys.
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